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In Fig. 2 of this paper, y2 should have equalled 0 in Calculation 1;
and x2, y3 and y4 should have equalled 0 in Calculation 2. M
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carbon-cycle feedbacks in a coupled
climate model
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& Ian J. Totterdell

Nature 408, 184±187 (2000).
..................................................................................................................................
In this paper, part of the labelling of Figs 2±4 was printed
incorrectly. In Fig. 2, the year 2950 should have been 2050. In
Figs 2 and 3, the year 1050 should have been 1950. In Fig. 4, the
numbers on the y axis should have been labelled sequentially from
-200 to +400; in addition, in Fig. 4a the y axis should have been
labelled `Changes in vegetation carbon (Gt C)'. M
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correction

Allometric scaling of production
and life-history variation
in vascular plants
Brian J. Enquist, Geoffrey B. West, Eric L. Charnov
& James H. Brown

Nature 401, 907±911 (1999).
..................................................................................................................................
In the last sentence of the abstract the relative growth rate equation,
presented as (1/M) (dM/df), should read (1/M) (dM/dt). Also, the
sentence following that containing equation (5) should read `̀ Thus,
regardless of any possible time dependence of either the propor-
tionality constants or the density, a plot of M1/4 versus M1/4

0 for ®xed
times t and t0 for any species should yield a straight line with a
universal slope of unity but with an intercept that depends on the
time interval and the species.''

In other words, the primary relationship is in terms of mass, M
and not diameter, D. Equations (4) and (5), which relate the
dependence of trunk diameter, D, on time, t, are only valid if
the proportionality constant A ; CD/r3/8 is time-independent; A is
the proportionality constant in the allometric relation D = AM3/8 of
equation (3). This is needed because data are typically given in terms
of D rather than M. The other proportionality constants, CG and CB,
occurring, respectively, in the growth equation (2) and allometric
equation for metabolic rate (3), can be time-dependent.

As our analysis of the data assumed time-independence of all of
these coef®cients as well as of wood density, r (see below equation
(6)), this oversight does not affect our results or conclusions. If A
were slowly varying, it would contribute a small correction to the
unit slope prediction given by (t - t0)d, where d is the logarithmic
derivative of A. This is expected to be very small, especially as the
time interval (t - t0) is small relative to the lifespan of the species
sampled. Furthermore, any time dependence in A is almost certainly
smaller than its variation across species and effects arising from
neglecting maintenance costs in the growth equation (2). We thank
J. Banavar, J. Damuth, A. Maritan and A. Rinaldo for bringing this
oversight to our attention. M
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excited a second time, all within 35 ps. We have estimated the
value of p(2) and ®nd it to be less than 8 ´ 10-4 at our maximum
intensity.

To directly demonstrate the non-classical sub-poissonian statis-
tics of our source, we measured the intensity correlation function of
the emitted light with the coincidence set-up of Fig. 1d. For both the
single-molecule (Fig. 4a) and background (Fig. 4b) cases, the
histograms show the expected peak pattern, given the time pattern
of the photon emission in the inset of Fig. 2. For poissonian light,
such as that from an attenuated pulsed laser or the ¯uorescence
from the background excited by the laser pulses, the central peak is
identical in intensity and shape to the lateral ones (Fig. 4b). In the
case of a single molecule, the central peak should vanish altogether
as no more than one single photon can be emitted by the molecule.
The ratio of the central peak's area to the area of the lateral peaks is
the signature of the sub-poissonian statistics of the light emitted by
our source. The residual peak at zero delay in Fig. 4a arises from
coincidence events involving background photons excited during
each laser pulse. In our experiment, the background signal shows a
lifetime of about 4 ns, which indicates that it arises from weak
¯uorescence from out-of-focus terrylene molecules, not from
Raman scattering.

It is convenient to compare the probability distribution p(m) for
our source to that expected from a Poisson distribution by means of
the Mandel parameter Qs = (j2 - nav)/nav, where j2 is the variance of
the distribution and nav is the average number of photons26. At
the highest pumping power, the probabilities of our source are
p(0) = 0.14, p(1) = 0.86 and p(m . 1) < 0. This distribution is
radically different from that for a pulsed coherent source with the
same nav = 0.86: pcoh(0) = 0.42, pcoh(1) = 0.36, pcoh(2) = 0.16, ¼. The
Mandel parameter of our source is Qs = -0.86, not far from -1, the
value expected for a perfect single-photon emitter, and far from 0,
the value for a poissonian source. The Mandel parameter Qd of the
detected photon counts is naturally affected by the light detection
ef®ciency27. Using Qd = Qs(h/2), we ®nd Qd < -3%.

The parameters of our source (repetition rate and single-photon
generation probability) are limited only by the laser system used;
nevertheless, the current performance already surpasses that of
previous work. This high performance combined with the simpli-
city of our source may make it suitable for a variety of quantum
optical experiments and for other applications where triggered
single photons are needed. Photons are emitted into a range of
solid angles, which can limit the detection ef®ciency; however,
optical solutions to this problem can be envisaged, that is, one
can imagine that the single molecule could be coupled to a single
cavity mode to reduce losses, change the emission pattern, or
modify the emission lifetime and thus increase the emission
rate. To reduce the background (from out-of-focus molecules or
Raman scattering), reduced terrylene doping, pumping with z-axis
polarized light, or use of a crystalline system with a more favourable
orientation of the single absorber can be utilized. With further
development, single molecules in solids may soon provide compact
and reliable sources of single photons. M
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Recent work1±3 has demonstrated the self-assembly of designed
periodic two-dimensional arrays composed of DNA tiles, in which
the intermolecular contacts are directed by `sticky' ends. In a
mathematical context, aperiodic mosaics may be formed by the
self-assembly of `Wang' tiles4, a process that emulates the opera-
tion of a Turing machine. Macroscopic self-assembly has been
used to perform computations5; there is also a logical equivalence
between DNA sticky ends and Wang tile edges6,7. This suggests
that the self-assembly of DNA-based tiles could be used to per-
form DNA-based computation8. Algorithmic aperiodic self-
assembly requires greater ®delity than periodic self-assembly,
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because correct tiles must compete with partially correct tiles.
Here we report a one-dimensional algorithmic self-assembly of
DNA triple-crossover molecules9 that can be used to execute four
steps of a logical (cumulative XOR) operation on a string of binary
bits.

A variety of different DNA tile types have been used in previous
assemblies, including double-crossover molecules1, triple-crossover
molecules9, and parallelograms produced from Holliday junction
analogues3. Here we have used triple-crossover molecules; their

molecular structure is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The molecule contains
four strands (shown in red, green, blue and purple) that self-
assemble through Watson±Crick base pairing to produce three
double helices in a roughly planar arrangement; each double helix
is connected to adjacent double helical domains at two points where
their strands cross over between them. The ends of the central
double helix are closed by hairpin loops, but the other helices can
terminate in sticky ends containing information that directs the
assembly of the tiles.
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Figure 1 Calculation of cumulative XOR by self-assembly of DNA tiles. a, An individual

triple-crossover tile. The four coloured backbone strands assemble to form three double-

helical domains; arrowheads indicate 39 ends. b, Component tiles. The three helical

domains are drawn as rectangles, ¯anked by sticky ends shown as geometrical shapes.

The value of each tile is in the central rectangle. The meaning of each sticky end is also

indicated. Shown are the two x tiles (blue), the four y tiles (red), and the initialization corner

tiles, C1 and C2 (green). The yi tiles are upside down from the xi tiles. c, d, The two

calculations performed. The values of each tile are the same as in b, and the sticky ends

are the same, although the labels have been omitted for clarity. The tiles are shown

assembled to perform the cumulative XOR calculation; note the complementarity of sticky-

ended association at each molecular interface. All sticky ends are asymmetric, so that

when the same meanings touch (for example, xi = 0 pairing with xi = 0), the sequences

are complementary, but not self-complementary. The operations are designed to proceed

from lower left to upper right, because the xi and C1 and C2 tiles have longer sticky ends

than the yi tiles. After the ®rst y tile has been added, x1 = 1 and y1 = 1, for both arrays,

because y1 = x1. In the next step, the array in c contains x2 = 1: because x2 = y1,

y2 should be 0, and only the y tile with value 0 and inputs yi-1 and x i = 1 ®ts properly

between y1 and x2. In d, x2 = 0, so x2 Þ y1, and y 2 should be 1, as shown. The

sequences are available in the Supplementary Information. e, The reporter strand. At the

end of the assembly, the reporter strand running through the x diagonal array, around the

corner, and then back up the y diagonal array is ligated, thereby associating the

calculated output with the input. The strand structure in the vicinity of the corner is

shown, and the reporter strand is drawn with a thick red line.
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In periodic assemblies, the sticky ends contain positional infor-
mation that directs the associations of one or more tile types to
produce a periodic lattice. Here, the sticky ends serve the same role,
but the self-assembly of the tiles is used to perform a computation,
and the arrangement of the tiles does not display simple periodicity.
Figure 1b shows the tiles used to perform the cumulative XOR
calculation. The tiles are represented schematically; the three helices
are depicted as connected rectangular forms terminating in sticky
ends, which are represented as geometrical shapes, or non-cohesive
blunt ends and hairpins, which are drawn ¯ush.

The result of the XOR operation is a 0 if two input numbers are
the same (two zeros or two ones), but it is 1 if one of the two
numbers is 0 and the other is 1. The cumulative XOR consists of a
series of Boolean inputs x1, x2, x3, ... xn, and the output is also a
series of Booleans, y1, y2, y3, ... yn, where y1 � x1, and for i . 1,
yi � yi 2 1XORxi. The value of any yi in these calculations also
reports the even or odd parity of the ®rst i values of x. Thus, two
different kinds of input x tiles are needed, one whose value is 0 and a
second whose value is 1. Chemically, the value of a tile, 0 or 1, is
denoted by the presence of a restriction site: Pvu II (CAGCTG)

represents 0 and EcoR V (GATATC) represents 1.
The x tiles are shown in blue in Fig. 1b: Their value (0 or 1) is

shown in their central rectangle, the upper-left sticky end reports
this value, and the upper-right and lower-left sticky ends provide
the means of connecting successive x tiles. These sticky ends are
shown as geometrically complementary, as they would be for a
general set of 16 parallel calculations. However, to demonstrate the
ef®cacy of the procedure, the calculations performed here are
de®nite four-bit calculations for which the order of the input x
tiles was speci®ed exactly by a series of different sticky ends.

Like x tiles, two values of y tiles are necessary, again representing 0
and 1. However, there are two ways to get each of these results: the
value of a y tile can be 0 either because both inputs are 0 or because
both are 1; likewise, the value of a y tile can be 1 because the value of
one input is 0 and the other is 1, or vice versa. Thus, four different y
tiles are needed.

The y tiles are shown in red in Fig. 1b. The tile values again are
displayed on the central domain, and this value is reported by the
sticky end on the right of the upper domain. The two inputs derive
from the sticky ends on the left (yi-1) and right (xi) of the bottom
domain. We note that the same sticky end in the input domain
represents a given input, independent of the other end. For example,
the right-side sticky end xi = 1 has the same shape (sticky end)
regardless of whether the left-side sticky end represents yi-1 = 0
(leading to a tile value of 1) or yi-1 = 1 (leading to a tile value of 0).
There are only two different left sticky ends in the input (bottom)
domain, and likewise only two different right sticky ends. Conse-
quently, both sticky ends on each tile must pair correctly for the
proper yi tile to be inserted in the assembly. In contrast to periodic
assembly, where correct tiles compete with incorrect tiles for each
site in the lattice, here correct tiles are competing with partially
correct tiles.

We have performed two different XOR-related self-assemblies,
illustrated in Fig. 1c and d. In addition to the x and y tiles, two
corner tiles, C1 and C2 (green in Fig. 1b) are used to initialize the
two values of x1 and y1, and to connect the input to the output. The
self-assembly in Fig. 1c has the inputs x1 = x2 = x3 = 1 and x4 = 0.
These correspond to output values of y1 = 1, y2 = 0, and y3 = y4 = 1.
In a second self-assembly (Fig. 1d), x1 = 1, x2 = 0, x3 = 1 and x4 = 0,
corresponding to y1 = y2 = 1 and y3 = y4 = 0. Note that for i . 1, the
sticky ends on the bottom domain of each yi tile complement those
on the yi-1 tile on its left and the xi tile on its right.

Once the self-assembly has occurred, it is necessary to extract the
answer. For this purpose, each molecular tile contains a `reporter
strand'10, which traverses the tile in a diagonal pathway9; the
reporter strand is illustrated as a thick red strand in the tile
shown in Fig. 1a, which is an x-type tile. Following self-assembly,
the reporter strands are ligated to each other to produce a long
reporter strand that contains the inputs and outputs of the calcula-
tion. The ligated long reporter strand in the vicinity of the corner of
the assembly is shown as a thick red strand on the molecular
diagram in Fig. 1e.

The sticky ends used in the assembly of the C1±C2±x1±x2±x3±x4

unit contain seven nucleotides, and the sticky ends used to include
the yi tiles in the assembly contain ®ve nucleotides. The tiles were
®rst assembled individually from their component strands by
cooling slowly from 90 8C to room temperature, as done pre-
viously1±3. 20-ml aliquots of stock solutions (in USB ligation
buffer) of both C tiles (100 nM), the four x tiles (100 nM), and
the four y tiles (400 nM) were then combined and incubated for 30
min each at temperatures of 37, then 22, and ®nally 4 8C. During
incubation and subsequent steps, 20-ml aliquots of three double
helices, each with a sticky end (one helix to pair with the free sticky
end on x4 and two helices to pair with the two possible free sticky
ends on y4), that contained radioactively labelled PCR primers (800
nM) were also present in solution.

Ligation was initiated by adding 20 units of T4 DNA ligase and,
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Figure 2 Denaturing gels illustrating cumulative XOR calculations. Two 6% denaturing

gels are shown, corresponding to the two calculations described. M, lanes containing

100-mer marker ladders; C, lanes containing undigested reporter strands. The lanes

digested with Pvu II are labelled 0, to indicate that sensitivity to this enzyme represents a

tile with the value zero, and those digested with EcoR V are labelled 1, because the site for

that enzyme represents a value of one. A lane combining the two individual digestions is

labelled 1/0. The bands corresponding to the input values x4, x3, x2 and x1 are visible at the

tops of the lanes, in descending order. The C2 tile contains a hairpin with an EcoR V site,

so the site is present twice in the reporter strand at that location. The bands corresponding

to the output values y1, y2, y3 and y4 are visible at the bottom of the gel. Faint bands

corresponding to erroneous Pvu II cleavage are visible near y2 in calculation 1 and y3 in

calculation 2. A faint band corresponding to erroneous EcoR V cleavage is present near y3

in calculation 1.
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over a 3-hour period, the solution was brought slowly to 16 8C as
ligation proceeded. The strand was ampli®ed by polymerase chain
reaction (PCR), using the primers that were ligated to each end of
the long reporter strand. A strand of the proper length was eluted
from a denaturing gel, was re-annealed, and was subjected to
restriction by either of the restriction enzymes. The results are
displayed in Fig. 2. The answer produces a barcode display, much
like that used in ref. 11 to visualize the answers to RNA computation
of chess problems. The correct answers are evident as dark bands in
the gels shown in Fig. 2.

Small proportions of incorrect bands are visible on the original
gels for both calculations. Thus, in lane 1 (EcoR V) of calculation 1,
there is an incorrect band at the 0 position of y2, and a similar
incorrect band in the 0 lane at y3 is also present. However, if the array
®lls from the corner, some of the incorrect y3 intensity could result
from `correct' molecules propagating the previous error. Similarly,
calculation 2 has one detectable error band resulting from cleavage
of EcoR V at y3.

We estimate the error level to be about 2±5%, but quantitative
error analysis is complicated by differential cleavage activities
between the two enzymes, combined with the possibility of star-
activity (sequence in®delity) and probable multiple cleavage of the
same strand. Also, the individual enzymes cleave with different
activities at different sites, as seen in the differential cleavage of the
two EcoR V sites in the C2 tile. We may have reduced our
observation of self-assembly errors by selecting only those tiles
that ligated correctly, because the enzyme speci®city for exact
pairing, although imperfect12, may have performed some discrimi-
nation for the system. A previous two-molecule, single-step com-
petition experiment estimated error rates below 1.6% (ref. 13).

The algorithmic molecular assembly described here demonstrates
a non-trivial DNA computation done by self-assembly. Examples of
SAT (satisfaction) problems solved in a DNA context11,14,15 entailed
laboratory operations for each clause in a logical statement, whereas
a single self-assembly step is used here. This suggests that computa-
tion by self-assembly may be scalable. Another recent work16 also
uses only a single assembly step, but its scalability relies on proper
hairpin formation in very long single-stranded molecules.

XOR computation on pairs of bits (as done here) can be used for
executing a one-time pad cryptosystem that provides theoretically
unbreakable security17. Other applications could involve the algor-
ithmically directed self-assembly of intricate patterns and smart
materials. We used y tiles repetitively in both assemblies, and would
need no more species of y tiles, regardless of the length of the
calculation. Thus, if the assembly principles applied here can be
extended to two and three dimensions, it will be possible to prepare
nanoscale patterns and smart materials by laying out components
algorithmically, without the need to specify and prepare a unique
element for every position of the array.

By using more nucleotides in the sticky ends of the input tiles
than the output tiles, we have used the principle of `frames'6,7,18 This
feature performs the computation in the presence of a well-de®ned
border. Such borders are likely to be useful, because they set limits
on the extent of the calculation or patterning; combining framed
arrays will facilitate a modular approach to the process. M
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Rechargeable solid-state batteries have long been considered an
attractive power source for a wide variety of applications, and in
particular, lithium-ion batteries are emerging as the technology of
choice for portable electronics. One of the main challenges in the
design of these batteries is to ensure that the electrodes maintain
their integrity over many discharge±recharge cycles. Although
promising electrode systems have recently been proposed1±7, their
lifespans are limited by Li-alloying agglomeration8 or the growth
of passivation layers9, which prevent the fully reversible insertion
of Li ions into the negative electrodes. Here we report that
electrodes made of nanoparticles of transition-metal oxides
(MO, where M is Co, Ni, Cu or Fe) demonstrate electrochemical
capacities of 700 mA h g-1, with 100% capacity retention for up
to 100 cycles and high recharging rates. The mechanism of Li
reactivity differs from the classical Li insertion/deinsertion or
Li-alloying processes, and involves the formation and decomposi-
tion of Li2O, accompanying the reduction and oxidation of metal
nanoparticles (in the range 1±5 nanometres) respectively. We
expect that the use of transition-metal nanoparticles to enhance
surface electrochemical reactivity will lead to further improve-
ments in the performance of lithium-ion batteries.
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intramolecular mechanism is also feasible (Fig. 5a). We obtained
strong evidence for a dissociative mechanism by measuring the rate
of dimelamine exchange between assemblies 13×(BuCYA)6 and
23×(BuCYA)6 by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Upon mixing these assem-
blies in a 1:1 ratio in benzene-d6 at 70 8C, well-separated signals for
the new heteromeric assemblies 1221×(BuCYA)6 and 1122×(BuCYA)6

appear over time as a result of the exchange of calix[4]arene
dimelamines 1 and 2. The rate-determining step in the exchange
process involves the dissociation of calix[4]arene dimelamines from
an intact assembly, a process that requires the disruption of a total of
12 hydrogen bonds. If racemization occurred via a dissociative
mechanism, the rates of dimelamine exchange and racemization
should be of similar magnitude. We studied the concentration
dependence of the rate of dimelamine exchange, both with and
without (S)-BAR present, and found that this rate can be expressed
by the same equation as the rate of racemization, with slightly
different values of kcat and kuncat (14.7 ´ 10-3 l mol-1 s-1 and 7.0 ´
10-5 s-1, respectively, at 70 8C). These values relate well to those
obtained from the racemization studies. (The slightly higher values
for dimelamine exchange are due to the slightly higher temperature
at which these 1H NMR experiments were conducted, 70 versus
50 8C). From these results we conclude that racemization occurs
predominantly via a dissociative mechanism, both uncatalysed and
catalysed (Fig. 5b and c). The rate-limiting step involves the
dissociation of calix[4]arene dimelamines from the intact assembly,
followed by rapid racemization and formation of the opposite
enantiomer. M
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The continued increase in the atmospheric concentration of
carbon dioxide due to anthropogenic emissions is predicted to
lead to signi®cant changes in climate1. About half of the current
emissions are being absorbed by the ocean and by land
ecosystems2, but this absorption is sensitive to climate3,4 as well
as to atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations5, creating a
feedback loop. General circulation models have generally
excluded the feedback between climate and the biosphere, using
static vegetation distributions and CO2 concentrations from
simple carbon-cycle models that do not include climate change6.
Here we present results from a fully coupled, three-dimensional
carbon±climate model, indicating that carbon-cycle feedbacks
could signi®cantly accelerate climate change over the twenty-®rst
century. We ®nd that under a `business as usual' scenario, the
terrestrial biosphere acts as an overall carbon sink until about
2050, but turns into a source thereafter. By 2100, the ocean uptake
rate of 5 Gt C yr-1 is balanced by the terrestrial carbon source, and
atmospheric CO2 concentrations are 250 p.p.m.v. higher in our
fully coupled simulation than in uncoupled carbon models2,
resulting in a global-mean warming of 5.5 K, as compared to 4 K
without the carbon-cycle feedback.

The general circulation model (GCM) that we used is based on
the third Hadley Centre coupled ocean±atmosphere model,
HadCM37, which we have coupled to an ocean carbon-cycle
model (HadOCC) and a dynamic global vegetation model (TRIF-
FID). The atmospheric physics and dynamics of our GCM are
identical to those used in HadCM3, but the additional computa-
tional expense of including an interactive carbon cycle made it
necessary to reduce the ocean resolution to 2.58 ´ 3.758, necessitat-
ing the use of ¯ux adjustments in the ocean component to counter-
act climate drift. HadOCC accounts for the atmosphere±ocean
exchange of CO2, and the transfer of CO2 to depth through both the
solubility pump and the biological pump8. TRIFFID models the
state of the biosphere in terms of the soil carbon, and the structure
and coverage of ®ve functional types of plant within each model
gridbox (broadleaf tree, needleleaf tree, C3 grass, C4 grass and
shrub). Further details on HadOCC and TRIFFID are given in
Methods.

The coupled climate/carbon-cycle model was brought to equi-
librium with a `pre-industrial' atmospheric CO2 concentration of
290 p.p.m.v., starting from an observed landcover data set9. The
resulting state was stable, with negligible net land±atmosphere and
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ocean±atmosphere carbon ¯uxes in the long-term mean, and no
discernible drift in atmospheric CO2 concentration. This simulation
produces the locations of the main land biomes, and estimates of
ocean carbon (38,100 Gt C), vegetation carbon (493 Gt C), soil
carbon (1,180 Gt C) and terrestrial net primary productivity
(60 Gt C yr-1) that are within the range of other estimates2,10±12.
Ocean primary productivity is also compatible with results derived
from remote sensing13,14, producing a global-mean total of
53 Gt C yr-1, and realistic seasonal and latitudinal variations15.

The simulated carbon cycle displays signi®cant interannual
variability, which is driven by the model-generated El NinÄo/South-
ern Oscillation (ENSO). A realistic response to internal climate
variability is an important prerequisite for any carbon-cycle model
to be used in climate change predictions. Fluctuations in annual-
mean atmospheric CO2 are correlated with the phase of ENSO, as
indicated by the Nino3 index (Fig. 1). During El NinÄo conditions
(positive Nino3), the model simulates an increase in atmospheric
CO2; this increase results from the terrestrial biosphere acting as a
large source (especially in Amazonia16), which is only partially offset
by a reduced outgassing from the tropical Paci®c Ocean. The
opposite is true during the La NinÄa phase. The overall sensitivity
of the modelled carbon cycle to ENSO variability is consistent with
the observational record17, demonstrating that the coupled system
responds realistically to climate anomalies.

Transient simulations were carried out for 1860±2100, using CO2

emissions as given by the IS92a scenario18. Other greenhouse gases
were also prescribed from IS92a, but the radiative effects of sulphate
aerosols were omitted. Three separate runs were completed to
isolate the effect of climate/carbon-cycle feedbacks; an experiment
with prescribed IS92a CO2 and ®xed vegetation (that is, a `standard'
GCM climate change simulation), an experiment with interactive
CO2 and dynamic vegetation but no direct effects of CO2 on climate
(akin to `of¯ine' carbon-cycle projections that neglect climate
change6), and a fully coupled climate/carbon-cycle simulation.

Figure 2 shows results from the fully coupled run. From 1860 to
2000, the simulated stores of carbon in the ocean and on land
increase by about 100 Gt C and 75 Gt C, respectively. However, the
atmospheric CO2 is 15±20 p.p.m.v. too high by the present day
(corresponding to a timing error of about 10 years). Possible reasons
for this include an overestimate of the prescribed net land-use
emissions and the absence of other important climate forcing
factors. The modelled global mean temperature increase from
1860 to 2000 is about 1.4 K (Fig. 3b), which is higher than
observed19, probably due to the absence of cooling from anthro-
pogenic aerosols20. Of¯ine tests suggest that such a relative warming
can suppress the terrestrial carbon sink by enhancing soil and plant
respiration11. Nevertheless, the rate of increase of CO2 from 1950 to
2000 closely follows the recent observational record, which implies
that the airborne fraction is being well simulated over this period.
For the 20 years centred on 1985, the mean land and ocean uptake of
carbon are 1.5 and 1.6 Gt yr-1, respectively (compare best estimates
for the 1980s of 1.8 6 1.8 and 2.0 6 0.8 Gt yr-1)2. The model
therefore captures the most important characteristics of the pre-
sent-day carbon cycle.

The simulated atmospheric CO2 diverges much more rapidly
from the standard IS92a concentration scenario in the future. First,
vegetation carbon in South America begins to decline, as a drying
and warming of Amazonia initiates loss of forest (Fig. 4a). This is
driven purely by climate change, as can be seen by comparing the
fully coupled run (red lines) to the run without global warming
(blue lines). The effects of anthropogenic deforestation on land-
cover are neglected in both cases. A second critical point is reached
at about 2050, when the land biosphere as a whole switches from
being a weak sink for CO2 to being a strong source (Fig. 2). The
reduction in terrestrial carbon from around 2050 onward is asso-
ciated with a widespread climate-driven loss of soil carbon (Fig. 4b).
An increase in the concentration of atmospheric CO2 alone tends to
increase the rate of photosynthesis and thus terrestrial carbon
storage, provided that other resources are not limiting4. However,
plant maintenance and soil respiration rates both increase with
temperature. As a consequence, climate warming (the indirect effect
of a CO2 increase) tends to reduce terrestrial carbon storage11,
especially in the warmer regions where an increase in temperature is
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not bene®cial for photosynthesis. At low CO2 concentrations the
direct effect of CO2 dominates, and both vegetation and soil carbon
increase with atmospheric CO2. But as CO2 increases further,
terrestrial carbon begins to decrease, because the direct effect of
CO2 on photosynthesis saturates but the speci®c soil respiration rate
continues to increase with temperature. The transition between
these two regimes occurs abruptly at around 2050 in this experiment
(Fig. 4b). The carbon stored on land decreases by about 170 Gt C
from 2000 to 2100, accelerating the rate of atmospheric CO2

increase over this period.
The ocean takes up about 400 Gt C over the same period, but at a

rate which is asymptotically approaching 5 Gt C yr-1 by 2100. This
reduced ef®ciency of oceanic uptake is partly a consequence of the
nonlinear dependence of the partial pressure of dissolved CO2 on
the total ocean carbon concentration, but may also have contribu-
tions from climate change3. Although the thermohaline circulation
of the ocean weakens21 by about 25% from 2000 to 2100, this is
much less of a reduction than seen in some previous simulations22,
and the corresponding effect on ocean carbon uptake is less
signi®cant. In our experiment, increased thermal strati®cation
due to warming of the sea surface suppresses upwelling, which
reduces nutrient availability and lowers primary production by
about 5%. However, ocean-only tests suggest a small effect of
climate change on oceanic carbon uptake, as this reduction in the

biological pump is compensated by reduced upwelling of deep
waters which have high concentrations of total carbon.

By 2100 the modelled CO2 concentration is about 980 p.p.m.v. in
the coupled experiment, which is more than 250 p.p.m.v. higher
than the standard IS92a scenario or that simulated in the `of¯ine'
experiment (Fig. 3a). As a result, the global-mean land temperatures
increase from 1860 to 2100 by about 8 K, rather than the 5.5 K of the
standard scenario (Fig. 3b).

These numerical experiments demonstrate the potential impor-
tance of climate/carbon-cycle feedbacks, but the magnitude of these
in the real Earth system is still highly uncertain. Terrestrial carbon
models differ in their responses to climate change11,12, owing to gaps
in basic understanding of processes. For example, the potential
conversion of the global terrestrial carbon sink to a source is
critically dependent upon the long-term sensitivity of soil respira-
tion to global warming, which is still a subject of debate23. The
experiments presented here exclude the potentially large direct
human in¯uences on terrestrial carbon uptake through changes in
landcover and land management. Local effects, such as the possible
climate-driven loss of the Amazon rainforest, rest upon uncertain
aspects of regional climate change, and may be `short-circuited' by
direct human deforestation. A full assessment of the uncertainties
must await further coupled experiments utilizing alternative repre-
sentations of processes and including a more complete set of natural
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and anthropogenic forcing factors (for example, land-use change,
forest ®res, sulphate aerosol concentrations and nitrogen deposi-
tion). However, our results indicate that it will be essential to
accurately represent previously neglected carbon-cycle feedbacks
if we are to successfully predict climate change over the next 100
years. M

Methods
Ocean carbon-cycle model

The inorganic component of HadOCC has been extensively tested as part of the Ocean
Carbon Cycle Intercomparison Project; it was found to reproduce tracer distributions to
an accuracy consistent with other ocean GCMs24. The biological component treats four
additional ocean ®elds: nutrient, phytoplankton, zooplankton and detritus8. The phyto-
plankton population changes as a result of the balance between growth, which is
controlled by light level and the local concentration of nutrient, and mortality, which is
mostly as a result of grazing by zooplankton. Detritus, which is formed by zooplankton
excretion and by phyto- and zooplankton mortality, sinks at a ®xed rate and slowly
remineralizes to reform nutrient and dissolved inorganic carbon. Thus both nutrient and
carbon are absorbed by phytoplankton near the ocean surface, pass up the food chain to
zooplankton, and are eventually remineralized from detritus in the deeper ocean. The
model also includes the formation of calcium carbonate and its dissolution at depth
(below the lysocline).

Terrestrial carbon-cycle model

TRIFFID (top-down representation of interactive foliage and ¯ora including dynamics)
has been used of¯ine in a comparison of dynamic global vegetation models11. Carbon
¯uxes for each vegetation type are calculated every 30 minutes as a function of climate and
atmospheric CO2 concentration, from a coupled photosynthesis/stomatal-conductance
scheme25,26, which utilizes existing models of leaf-level photosynthesis in C3 and C4

plants27,28. The accumulated ¯uxes are used to update the vegetation and soil carbon every
10 days. The natural landcover evolves dynamically based on competition between the
vegetation types, which is modelled using a Lotka±Volterra approach and a tree±shrub±
grass dominance hierarchy. We also prescribe some agricultural regions, in which grass-
lands are assumed to be dominant. Carbon lost from the vegetation as a result of local
litterfall or large-scale disturbance is transferred into a soil carbon pool, where it is broken
down by microorganisms that return CO2 to the atmosphere. The soil respiration rate is
assumed to double for every 10 K of warming29, and is also dependent on the soil moisture
content30. Changes in the biophysical properties of the land surface5, as well as changes in
terrestrial carbon, feed back onto the atmosphere.
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Carbon uptake by forestation is one method proposed1 to reduce
net carbon dioxide emissions to the atmosphere and so limit the
radiative forcing of climate change2. But the overall impact of
forestation on climate will also depend on other effects associated
with the creation of new forests. In particular, the albedo of a
forested landscape is generally lower than that of cultivated land,
especially when snow is lying3±9, and decreasing albedo exerts a
positive radiative forcing on climate. Here I simulate the radiative
forcings associated with changes in surface albedo as a result of
forestation in temperate and boreal forest areas, and translate
these forcings into equivalent changes in local carbon stock for
comparison with estimated carbon sequestration potentials10±12. I
suggest that in many boreal forest areas, the positive forcing
induced by decreases in albedo can offset the negative forcing that
is expected from carbon sequestration. Some high-latitude fores-
tation activities may therefore increase climate change, rather
than mitigating it as intended.

Perturbations to the balance between radiation absorbed and
emitted by the Earth (`radiative forcing') can result from changes in
atmospheric chemistry and planetary albedo. A positive `green-
house' forcing results from increased atmospheric CO2 absorbing
and re-emitting more of the infrared radiation emitted by the
surface13; forestation may help to mitigate this by slowing the rise
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1958–88 (see above). Matching data from 8 trees sampled on the east end of Isle Royale,
where balsam fir are not heavily or repeatedly browsed by moose10, provided a natural
control for the test of our hypothesis relating climate and wolf behaviour to the dynamics
of moose and fir growth. On the east end, fir growth did not correlate with the NAO index
at lags of 0 (r ¼ 0:074, P ¼ 0:69) or 1 year (r ¼ 0:069, P ¼ 0:71) or with moose density at
a lag of 1 year (r ¼ 0:054, P ¼ 0:78).

The North Atlantic Oscillation
The NAO is a meridional alternation in atmospheric mass balance between pressure
centres over the Azores and Iceland. The winter NAO index is calculated on the basis of the
normalized sea-level pressure difference between these two centres from December to
March17. A negative difference indicates weak westerly winds across the Atlantic Ocean and
unusually warm winters over north eastern North America; opposing conditions prevail
during positive years17. We used data from the Climate Indices website of the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, USA (http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/cas/climind/).
Although annual snow depth measures during the study period are not available for Isle
Royale, the NAO index correlates negatively with snow depth in nearby Superior National
Forest, USA9. In all regressions, degrees of freedom for tests of significance of independent
variables were adjusted for autocorrelation9.
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A prominent feature of comparative life histories is the well
documented negative correlation between growth rate and life
span1,2. Patterns of resource allocation during growth and repro-
duction reflect life-history differences between species1,2. This is
particularly striking in tropical forests, where tree species can
differ greatly in their rates of growth and ages of maturity but still
attain similar canopy sizes3,4. Here we provide a theoretical frame-
work for relating life-history variables to rates of production, dM/
dt, where M is above-ground mass and t is time. As metabolic rate
limits production as an individual grows, dM=dt ~ M3=4. Incor-
porating interspecific variation in resource allocation to wood
density, we derive a universal growth law that quantitatively fits
data for a large sample of tropical tree species with diverse life
histories. Combined with evolutionary life-history theory1, the
growth law also predicts several qualitative features of tree
demography and reproduction. This framework also provides a
general quantitative answer to why relative growth rate
(1/M)(dM/df ) decreases with increasing plant size (~M−1/4) and
how it varies with differing allocation strategies5–8.

Coexistence in diverse ecological communities has been thought
to be due, in part, to life-history trade-offs involving allocation of
resources6,9–13. There is, however, no generally accepted mechanistic
framework for understanding how patterns of allocation influence
variation in life histories. Here we show that a general allometric
growth model for trees can provide an explanation for much
life-history variation. Metabolism produces the energy and materi-
als that are used for all biological processes. A central issue of
life history is how over ontogeny the products of metabolism are
allocated among maintenance, growth and reproduction. Previous
work has shown how the 3/4-power scaling of metabolic rate
with body mass in both animals and plants results from physical
and biological constraints on the distribution of resources through
fractal-like vascular networks14–16.

In Box 1, we derive a production/growth law in terms of above-
ground plant mass, M, or basal stem diameter, D. Our data set
(Table 1, Fig. 1) consists of a 20-year change in D (D(20) compared
with D(0)) for 45 species of trees in a tropical dry forest. In total,
there were 2,283 individuals, all of reproductive age. Equation (6)
predicts that D2=3ð20Þ ¼ Ai þ D2=3ð0Þ, so that a plot of D2/3(20) versus
D2/3(0) for each species should yield a straight line with a universal
slope of unity and an intercept, Ai, inversely proportional to wood
density, r, so that Ai is proportional to r−1. We tested this prediction
by analysing the data for 45 species (Fig. 2a, Table 1). The average
slope of all species, 1.04, is essentially not different from the
predicted value of 1.0 (95% confidence intervals (CI): 1.01 to
1.08). Forty of the forty-five species had slopes statistically indis-
tinguishable from the predicted value of 1 (Table 1). There was no
systematic trend to deviate above or below 1; furthermore, we
expect 5% (<2.5 species) to differ by chance alone at the 0.05 level.
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We conclude that production within species scales as M3/4. There is,
however, considerable interspecific variation in the intercepts. From
Box 1, the intercepts should be inversely proportional to wood
density, r, and this is confirmed by regression analysis
(r ¼ 2 0:468, exponent ¼ 2 0:934, 95% CI: −1.631 to −0.237,
intercept ¼ 0:6196, n ¼ 29). Weighting each species by multiplying
D2/3 by r collapses the production relationships for each species
onto a line with a universal slope of unity and a common intercept
(see Fig. 2b and equation (6)). Essentially, there is a trade-off in
growth rate (change in stem diameter) with allocation to tissue
density: species that allocate less biomass to their stems (light
woods) increase in basal diameter faster than species that allocate
more to stems (dense woods).

The trees depicted in Fig. 2a are reproducing, so some proportion
of production, l, must be allocated to reproduction rather than
growth. The derivation in Box 1 (resulting in equation (7)) and
measured empirical reproductive allometries both suggest that l is
independent of size within a species. To obtain the convergence of
allometries implied in Fig. 2b requires the stronger constraint that l
be the same across species. Studies reporting relationships between
production of reproduction mass and stem diameter indicate that

whereas measured exponents usually approximate to the predicted
value of 2, there are differences in normalization constants, and
hence in l, among species17–20. Such variation will not change the
predicted slope of unity when data are plotted as in Fig. 2a. If this
variation in l is independent of r, however, it will show up as
residual variation in plots such as Fig. 2b.

Production data for seven species of temperate trees provide
additional evidence that dM/dt is proportional to M3/4. Instead of
measuring change in diameter, Whittaker and Woodwell21 recorded
total annual mass production of leaves and twigs, and bark and stem
wood as a function of trunk diameter. Relating trunk diameter to
annual production for twig and leaf mass, and wood and bark mass,
shows that both scale with exponents essentially indistinguishable
from the predicted M3/4. So mass production in both tropical and
temperature trees scales as M3/4.

Relative growth rate (1/M)(dM/dt) decreases with increases in
individual size and varies across species5–8. Although this decrease
has been qualitatively attributed to several mechanisms6, a quanti-
tative rule emerges as a direct consequence of equations (2) and (3):
ð1=MÞðdM=dtÞ ~ M 2 1=4. This rule is predicted to hold even across
species growing in the same environment for comparisons when

Box 1
The growth law

As trees continue to increase in size throughout life, and this growth
must be fuelled by metabolism, it is reasonable to assume that the
growth rate (the rate at which its mass, M, increases over time), is
directly proportional to metabolic rate, B, (the rate of gross
photosynthesis). Thus, at any time t,

dM

dt
¼ CGB ð2Þ

where CG is a proportionality constant that can be time dependent. It
has been shown that B is proportional to V3/4, and stem diameter, D,
is proportional to V3/8, where V is the total volume of the plant14. If
r ¼ ðM=VÞ is the tissue- or species-specific wood density, then, at
any time t, these can be expressed as

B ¼ CB

M

r

� �3=4

D ¼ CD

M

r

� �3=8

ð3Þ

where CB and CD are corresponding proportionality constants.
Implicit in these results is the assumption that the ratio E/r, where E is
the Young’s modulus of elasticity, is constant for all plants18. Here, we
relax the restriction implicit in ref. 14 that r is constant and allow it to
differ among plant species and to vary with time. Equations (2) and (3)
can be combined to give

dD

dt
¼

3C

2r

� �
D1=3 ð4Þ

where C [ 1=4CGCBC
2=3
D . This can be integrated to give

DðtÞ2=3 2 Dðt0Þ
2=3 ¼ #

t

t0

CðtÞ

rðtÞ
dt ð5Þ

where the time dependence of all variables has been made explicit
and the integration has been carried out from some initial time, t0, up
to some arbitrary time, t. Thus, regardless of any possible time
dependence of either the proportionality constants or the density, a
plot of D2/3(t) versus D2/3(t0) for fixed times t and t0 for any species
should yield a straight line with a universal slope of unity but with an
intercept that depends on the time interval and the species. If,
however, r of a given plant is taken to be independent of time, but
allowed to vary across species, this can be re-expressed as

r½DðtÞ2=3 2 Dðt0Þ
2=3ÿ ¼ #

t

t0

CðtÞdt ð6Þ

The intercept of the production relationship should therefore be
inversely proportional to r. If CG, CB, and CD are independent of time
then the intercept, namely the righthand side of equation (6), is given
by Cðt 2 t0Þ. Furthermore, if C does not vary among species as
implicitly assumed in ref. 14, and the time interval is the same for all
species, then weighting D2/3(t) and D2/3(t0) by r should collapse all
species onto a universal line of unit slope. The intercept should no
longer depend upon the species but only upon the time interval and C
(however, see below for the reproductive period).

This framework allows us to recast the mass-production law as a
function of basal stem diameter, D,

dM

dt
¼

CGCB

C2
D

� �
D2 ð7Þ

This gives the new prediction that across species, dM/dt, for trees of
the same diameter is explicitly independent of wood density r

The derivation so far has assumed that the plant is not
reproducing, so that all production is given to growth. Growth must,
however, slow with the onset of reproduction1, as some fraction of
production, (l)dM/dt, is then devoted to reproduction rather than to
individual growth, ð1 2 lÞdM=dt. The scaling rule for reproductive
allocation and growth after the onset of reproduction depends upon
the behaviour of l. Life-history theory1,2 predicts the age (size) course
of this reproductive allocation. The simplest model is to take l as a
constant both within and across species. A constant l within species
is supported by several studies17–20 that have measured allometries
for the biomass of reproductive organs, MR, versus stem diameter, D,
in both angiosperms and gymnosperms. MR reflects the rate of
allocation to reproduction. Since published studies show that MR is
generally proportional to D2, it follows from equation (7) that MR is
proportional to dM/dt indicating that l is indeed approximately a
constant within species and independent of size. This is an important
result, as animals have l increasing from 0 to 1 over the reproductive
period1,2. The fact that trees appear to have nearly constant values of
l probably reflects the constraints of resource harvesting and
biomechanics on plant growth and development. Note that if l is
approximately constant, all of the previous growth results are true for
all time periods (t 2 t0) after the onset of reproduction, with CG

redefined to be (1 2 lÞCG.
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wood density is held constant.
The simplest life-history theory assumes determinate growth: at

the onset of reproduction all production (l ¼ 1) is given to
reproduction and growth ceases1. If we approximate plant growth

in this way and assume a pre-reproductive production rate
dM=dt ¼ CGB ¼ CGCBðM=rÞ3=4 as in equations (2) and (3), and if
mortality rate is independent of plant size (over a range which
includes possible sizes at maturation), well known arguments1 for
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Figure 1 Representative variation of D2/3(0) versus D2/3(20) for six species of tropical trees. When sample sizes are large, the apparent variation is exaggerated because of the overlap of
many points. Values for slopes and r2 for these species are given in Table 1.

Figure 2 Growth rates of multiple species of tropical forest trees. a, D2/3(0) versus
D2/3(20) for 45 species of dry forest trees. If production rate scales as M3/4 (equation (2)), a
slope of 1 (equation (5)) should be obtained. Note that all species have slopes that are
essentially indistinguishable from 1, represented by the dashed line of unity. Statistics for
each species are reported in Table 1. b, Weighting each species production

Dð20Þ2=3 ¼ A1 þ Dð0Þ2=3 by wood density, r, collapses its production relationship onto a
common line with unit slope and intercept A (see equation (6)). The dotted box shows the
much greater range of variation represented in Fig. 2a. The coefficient of variation of
variation for intercepts is reduced, as predicted, from 65.8 to 54.33.
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the optimal life history yield the approximate rule

Ea <
ð1:3Þr3=4M1=4

a

CGCB

ð1Þ

for the average adult lifespan, Ea, is related to size at maturation, Ma.
Equation (1) states that between species with similar Ma, Ea is
proportional to r3/4. If wood density is constant, this also implies
that Ea is proportional to M1/4

a . Although we are not aware of any
data sets precise enough to test this prediction, qualitative support is
provided by several studies showing a generally positive relationship
between wood density, lifespan and age to reproduction4,11,19,22–24. In
the future, one could relax the assumption l ¼ 1 and explore the
general case.

The framework developed above highlights the central roles of
allometric scaling and wood density in the life histories of trees. The
tropical tree species studied here varied from fast-growing disturb-
ance specialists with low-density wood and short life spans to slow
growing emergent trees with dense wood and long life spans.
Despite all of this variation, production scaled as M3/4, the same
as in animals1,14. Although all of the tree species produced new
biomass at nearly the same rates (Fig. 2b), differences in wood
density resulted in substantial differences in growth rates as
measured as change in basal diameter (Fig. 2a). Wood density is
frequently cited as being a ‘principal determinant’ of life history
variation in woody plants11,19,22–26. It is correlated with stem water
storage and transport capacity, resistance to decay and leaf
characteristics such as toughness and deciduousness4,11,1922–26.
Although the size of trees powerfully constrains rates of carbon

fixation, differences in carbon allocation strategies facilitate the
coexistence of multiple species in tropical forests owing to variation
in growth rate, lifespan and reproductive effort10.

We have shown that a general allometric framework incorporat-
ing the specifics of vascular transport and allocation can account for
numerous features of biological diversity14–16. Because of the avail-
ability of data to evaluate the model, we have focused on scaling of
growth and reproduction in trees; however, the model could easily
be modified for plants with different growth forms (herbs) and life
histories (monocarpy). Many details of plant anatomy, physiology,
and ecology (for example, water and nutrient availability, plant
density) can be incorporated into the allometric coefficients (the
Cs) to link pattern and process across multiple scales of biological
organization. Interspecific variation in allocation to roots or
defences should also be reflected in the C values. Production is
ultimately limited by the physical and biological constraints that
limit transportation through the vascular system. However, species
differ in how they allocate production. These differences in rates of
growth, life span, time until reproduction, wood density and other
variables can be mechanistically linked to a general allometric
framework of allocation. More importantly, this framework shows
how size-dependent variation in life-history strategies can be
derived from a set of general allometric principles. M

Methods
Study area
Measurements of diameters at breast height (dbh) of trees were recorded within a
permanently marked study plot of seasonally dry tropical forest (108 459 N, 858 309 W)

Table 1 Taxonomic and Model II RMA regression statistics for production relationships D2/3(0) versus D2/3(20) for 45 species of tropical trees

Species Family n r Slope Intercept r2 95%
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Agonandra macrocarpa L.O. Wms. Opiliaceae 19 0.74 0.978 1.484 0.874 0.759–1.196
Albizzia adinocephala (Donn.Sm.) Britt. & Rose Fabaceae 13 – 1.059 1.521 0.685 0.664–1.453
Allophyllus occidentalis (Sw.) Radlk. Sapindaceae 7 – 0.987 0.840 0.820 0.505–1.470
Annona reticulata L. Annonaceae 13 0.57 0.981 1.046 0.826 0.709–1.252
Astronium graveolens Jacq. Anacardiaceae 73 0.74 0.994 1.127 0.903 0.921–1.067
Ateleia herbert-smithii Pittier Fabaceae 24 – 1.008 1.854 0.935 0.894–1.121
Bombacopsis quinata (Jacq.) Dugand Bombaceae 23 0.47 1.000 2.327 0.649 0.731–1.269
Bursera simaruba (L.) Sarg. Burseraceae 191 0.495 0.935 2.838 0.812 0.877–1.000
Calycophyllum candidissimum (Vahl.) DC. Rubiaceae 83 0.685 0.926 2.175 0.887 0.857–1.000
Capparis indica (L.) Fawc. & Druce Capparidaceae 19 – 1.090 0.485 0.815 0.850–1.329
Cecropia peltata L. Moraceae 12 0.30 1.173 1.307 0.549 0.589–1.756
Cedrela odorata L. Meliaceae 38 0.49 1.002 2.714 0.883 0.887–1.118
Chomelia spinosa Jacq. Rubiaceae 65 0.72 1.121 0.174 0.672 0.959–1.282
Cochlospermum vitifolium (Wild.) Spreng. Cochlospermaceae 90 0.19 1.067 2.607 0.600 0.859–1.280
Cordia alliodora (R. & P.) Oken Boragenaceae 43 0.651 1.245 0.499 0.273 0.910–1.580
Cordia panamensis Riley Boragenaceae 32 – 0.978 1.235 0.727 0.787–1.169
Dilodendron costaricense (Radlk.) Gentry & Steyerm. Sapindaceae 10 – 0.944 2.210 0.887 0.685–1.202
Enterolobium cyclocarpum (Jacq.) Griseb. Fabaceae 13 0.44 1.131 2.024 0.663 0.695–1.566
Exostema mexicanum A. Gray Rubiaceae 126 – 0.952 2.248 0.703 0.860–1.044
Guarea glabra Vahl. Meliaceae 7 – 0.958 0.806 0.980 0.802–1.114
Guazuma ulmifolia Lam. Sterculiaceae 233 0.635 1.073 1.033 0.768 1.000–1.140
Guettarda macrosperma Don. Sm. Rubiaceae 43 – 0.882 3.053 0.846 0.772–0.991
Hemiangium excelsum (HBK.) Ac.Smith Hippocrateaceae 61 – 1.121 0.109 0.713 0.965–1.280
Licania arborea Seem. Chrysobalanaceae 33 0.675 1.086 0.507 0.966 1.000–1.160
Lonchocarpus costaricensis (Con.Sm.) Pitt Fabaceae 11 0.62 1.109 0.710 0.858 0.794–1.424
Luehea speciosa Wild. Tiliaceae 381 0.91 1.100 0.589 0.902 1.060–1.131
Machaerium biovulatum Mecheli Fabaceae 21 0.90 1.028 0.828 0.826 0.822–1.234
Maclura tinctoria (L.) Don Moraceae 81 0.485 1.060 1.983 0.753 0.943–1.180
Manilkara chicle (Pittier) Gilly Sapotaceae 37 0.45 0.979 1.411 0.931 0.890–1.067
Myrospermum frutescens Jacq. Fabaceae 11 0.705 0.998 1.876 0.903 0.763–1.233
Ocotea veraguensis (Meisn.) Mez Lauraceae 31 – 1.094 0.171 0.742 0.883–1.300
Pisonia macranthocarpa Donn.Smith Nyctangaceae 28 – 1.009 0.637 0.857 0.855–1.163
Pithecellobium saman (Jacq.) Benth Fabaceae 11 0.645 1.056 0.544 0.919 0.829–1.283
Rehdera trinervis (Blake) Mold. Verbenaceae 17 – 0.850 2.691 0.913 0.713–0.988
Sapium thelocarpum Schm. & Pitt. Euphorbiaceae 34 0.50 1.296 0.383 0.668 1.022–1.570
Schoepfia schreberi J.F. Gemel. Olacaceae 17 0.70 1.111 0.485 0.785 0.828–1.395
Sciadodendron excelsum Griseb. Ariliaceae 20 – 1.074 2.882 0.715 0.790–1.359
Sideroxylon capiri (A.DC.) Pitter Sapotaceae 10 0.67 1.050 1.142 0.901 0.780–1.320
Simarouba glauca DC. Simaroubaceae 20 0.68 1.028 1.100 0.932 0.900–1.564
Spondias mombin L. Anacardiaceae 144 0.395 0.906 2.772 0.723 0.827–0.985
Tabebuea ochracea Standl. Bignoniaceae 55 0.975 1.050 0.760 0.852 0.935–1.156
Tabebuea rosea (Bertol.) DC. Bignoniaceae 12 0.75 1.060 0.778 0.953 0.897–1.219
Trichilia americana (Sesse & Mocino) T.D. Penn. Meliaceae 20 0.44 1.004 1.741 0.778 0.770–1.239
Trichilia cuneata Radlk. Meliaceae 39 – 0.877 2.240 0.725 0.724–1.030
Zuelania guidonia (Sw.) Britton & Millsp. Flacortiaceae 12 – 1.292 −0.335 0.860 0.951–1.633
...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Note that 95% confidence intervals for essentially all species include the predicted slope of 1 indicating that production ~M3/4.
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within Sector Santa Rosa, Area de Conservacion, Guanacaste (ACG), of northwest Costa
Rica27. In 1976, all stems $3 cm dbh were mapped within a continuous 680 m 3 240 m
(16.32 Ha) area of forest20 by S. P. Hubbell. Using an identical mapping protocol, a second
remap of the San Emilio forest was completed between 1995 and 1996. In total, 46,833
individuals have been surveyed, 26,960 in 1976 and 19,873 in 1996. Together, the two
surveys document 20 yr of growth and population change for about 150 species. The plot
is composed of secondary growth forest and is heterogeneous with respect to age,
topography and degree of deciduousness.

Calculation of individual tree growth
In 1976, most trees greater than 10 cm dbh were tagged with aluminum tree markers and
given a unique identification number. Because few smaller individuals were given
aluminum tags in 1976, tree growth was usually followed only for those trees greater than
10 cm dbh. Growth was calculated by monitoring changes in dbh for each individual. To
ensure an accurate estimate of growth, a species was included only if a minimum
representation of seven individuals had initial stem diameters $10 cm, and the diameter
range of all individuals $20 cm. As the minimum diameter cut off for individuals was
10 cm, this imposed a minimum size range of 30 cm. Only individuals experiencing
positive growth in the 20-year period were used for the calculation of allometric equations.
In some cases, individuals experienced no change or even a decrease in diameter over time.
This was usually due to partial death, loss of the main trunk or measuring errors. The 45
species meeting the above criteria are listed in Table 1. Production equations for each
species were generated by plotting D2/3(0) versus D2/3(20) on linear axes. Because dbh was
measured identically in 1976 and 1996, measurement error is likely to be equally
distributed across the x and y axes. For these reasons, allometric slopes were determined
using Model II RMA regression1,28,29. Equations and statistics for each species are also
reported in Table 1.

Species-specific wood density
The specific wood density, r, is a simple measure of the total dry mass per unit volume of
wood (g cm−3). The specific density of wood is closely related to mechanical properties of
strength, such as elastic moduli, which describe resistance to static and impact bending,
compression and tension28. For 29 of the 45 species reported in this study, values of specific
wood density, r, in g cm−3, were taken from the literature24,26,30. If more than one study
reported a different value for a species, then the average value was used (Table 1).
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We address the general question of what is the best statistical
strategy to adapt in order to search efficiently for randomly
located objects (‘target sites’). It is often assumed in foraging
theory that the flight lengths of a forager have a characteristic
scale: from this assumption gaussian, Rayleigh and other classical
distributions with well-defined variances have arisen. However,
such theories cannot explain the long-tailed power-law
distributions1,2 of flight lengths or flight times3–6 that are observed
experimentally. Here we study how the search efficiency depends
on the probability distribution of flight lengths taken by a forager
that can detect target sites only in its limited vicinity. We show
that, when the target sites are sparse and can be visited any
number of times, an inverse square power-law distribution of
flight lengths, corresponding to Lévy flight motion, is an optimal
strategy. We test the theory by analysing experimental foraging
data on selected insect, mammal and bird species, and find that
they are consistent with the predicted inverse square power-law
distributions.

Lévy flights are characterized by a distribution function

PðljÞ,l 2 m
j ð1Þ

with 1 , m # 3, where lj is the flight length. The gaussian is the
stable distribution for the special case m $ 3 owing to the central-
limit theorem, while values m # 1 do not correspond to probability
distributions that can be normalized2. This generalization, equation
(1), introduces a natural parameter m such that we essentially have a


